Not planning a sustainable transport system – Swedish case studies
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Abstract: The overall objective of the Swedish transport policy is to ensure the economically efficient and
sustainable provision of transport services for people and business throughout the country. More specifically the
transport sector shall contribute to the achievement of environmental quality objectives where the development
of the transport system plays an important role in the achievement of the objectives. The aim of this study is to
analyse if current transport planning supports this policy. This is done by analyzing two recent cases: the
national infrastructure plan 2010-2021 and the planning of Bypass Stockholm, a major road investment. Our
results show that the plans are in conflict with several of the environmental quality objectives. Another
interesting aspect of the planning processes is that the long-term climate goals are not included in the planning
processes, neither as a clear goal nor as factor which will influence the future transport system. In this way the
long-term sustainability aspects are not present in the planning. We conclude that the two cases do not contribute
to a sustainable transport system. Thus, several changes must be made in the processes, including putting up
clear targets for emissions.
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1. Introduction
One of the pillars of the Swedish environmental policy is Environmental Policy Integration,
suggesting that environmental factors must be integrated into all operational areas [1]. An
expression for this is the sector responsibility for environmental issues that among other
things entails that a number of agencies have responsibility to follow the environmental
development within their sectors.
The overall objective of the Swedish transport policy is to ensure the economically efficient
and sustainable provision of transport services for people and business throughout the
country. More specifically the transport sector shall contribute to the achievement of the
environmental quality objective Reduced climate impact and to other environmental quality
objectives where the development of the transport system plays an important role in the
achievement of the objectives. The objective Reduced climate impact requires significant
reductions of greenhouse gases. In Sweden, the government's target is that emissions should
decrease by 40%, of which 2/3 in Sweden, by 2020 compared to 1990, and that the net
emissions should be zero by 2050 [2]. These goals will require powerful economic
instruments [2]. To be in line with the 2-degree target for climate change, the transport sector
needs to reduce the emissions by 40 % to 2020, 80 % to 2030 and 95 % to 2050, compared to
1990 according to the Swedish Road Administration [3].
The aim of this study is to analyse if current transport planning supports the Swedish transport
policy and also to what extent environmental factors are integrated into the decision making
processes.
2. Methodology
Two case studies were chosen for the analysis: The national infrastructure plan 2010-2021
and the planning of Bypass Stockholm, a major road investment which is also a part of the
infrastructure plan. These plans are reviewed and analysed in relation to the transport policy
goals and the integration of environmental aspects in the plans. As a criterion for a sustainable
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transport system we use in this paper the transport policy goal that the transport system shall
contribute to a Reduced climate impact and other relevant environmental quality objectives.
There are other criterion related to social and economic aspects of a sustainable transport
system that could be added, but in this paper we focus on the ecological dimension.
3. Results
3.1. Bypass Stockholm
3.1.1. Choice of alternatives

The Swedish Road Administration has proposed in a statement to the Government that
permission be granted for Bypass Stockholm [6]. It is interesting to study what alternatives
were considered, and why Bypass Stockholm was recommended. In the Road Analysis [7], it
is stated that the purpose of the road analysis is... to find the road corridor that best... ties
together the north and south parts of the Stockholm County, creates a bypass for long distant
traffic, improves the availability on the access roads, improves the possibilities for a common
work and housing market for the region, allow a multi-nuclear region, and give possibilities
for development in a region with growth. None of these goals touches on climate,
environment, or sustainable development.
In the Road Analysis, three main alternatives are analysed:
•
•
•

Bypass Stockholm without congestion charges
Diagonal Ulvsunda without congestion charges. This is also a road alternative but
located closer to Stockholm's inner-city than Bypass Stockholm.
The Combination Alternative that includes congestion charges, public transport
investments, and less road construction.

The Combination Alternative was developed by the Road Administration although it may not
be the most competent organisation to develop that alternative since it is not responsible for
public transport systems including railroads. The system for congestion charges included in
the Combination Alternative is not the system that is used today. The structuring of the
Combination Alternative has also met criticism [22] for having chosen expensive and
inefficient investments in new tracks.
In the Road Analysis, the Combination Alternative is later rejected. The motivation is that it is
not considered to meet the project goals. Here several key observations are possible. Already
in the goal formulation it is set down that a road must be found. Other solutions for the
foreseen transport problems are not of interest. In the Supplementary Report [6], it is stated
also that “the Combination Alternative does not offer sufficient road capacity.”
The main purpose of the Road Analysis was thus, according to the above, to find a road
corridor. At the same time, there are the transport policy goals to adhere to. These entail that
the transport system must both be effective from a socio-economic perspective and be longterm sustainable. In the Road Analysis, there is no direct evaluation made with regard to the
transport policy goals, but several aspects of these are taken up. For example, environment
and climate is evaluated for the alternatives and it is concluded that the Combination
Alternative is better than the Bypass Stockholm. Also related to other goals such as safety,
travel times and gender aspects, the Combination alternative is preferable [8].
A number of conclusions can be drawn from this discussion:
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•
•
•
•

In the Road Analysis, the goal was to find a road corridor, not to find the best solution
for Stockholm's traffic and transport problems. Thus, there is still a need to analyse
alternative solutions for Stockholm's traffic problem.
The Combination Alternative is rejected with reference to its not meeting the project
goals. The choice of project goals is therefore central.
None of the project goals in the Road Analysis is focused on environment, climate or
sustainable development. If it had been so, then Bypass Stockholm could have been
rejected with reference to its not meeting the project goals.
Had the transport goals been guiding for the choice of alternatives, then Bypass
Stockholm would hardly have been recommended [8].

3.1.2. Traffic volumes
New roads do not only lead to traffic moving from one road to another. New roads also
generate new traffic [9-12]. There are several mechanisms for why new roads generate new
traffic, and one can distinguish between effects in the short and long term. In the short term,
new roads can lead to car-use being more attractive relative to other transport forms, and to
travel itself becoming more attractive relative to alternative activities. In the long term, new
roads can lead to new localisations. It can for example be attractive to develop new areas if
there are better road connections, which then leads to increased traffic volumes.
The Swedish Road Administration's prognosis [6] includes short term effect on passenger
vehicles. The traffic prognoses show that Bypass Stockholm leads to increased traffic
volumes and decreased share of public transport. Increased traffic because of new localisation
patterns is not included, however. For freight traffic, no consideration is made that new roads
generate new traffic.
Thus, conclusions from this section are that:
• Bypass Stockholm leads to increased traffic volumes
• the Road Administration has likely underestimated these increases. This in turn imply
that:
• congestion is underestimated
• travel times are underestimated
• accessibility is overestimated
• environment impact, including CO 2 emissions, is underestimated
• effects of development of new areas on, for example, natural environments and
emissions, are not considered fully
3.1.3. Emissions of greenhouse gases

According to the Swedish Road Administration [6], Bypass Stockholm will increase the
emissions of greenhouse gases. In our estimation this increase is underestimated. An
important reason is that Bypass Stockholm likely leads to higher traffic volumes than what the
Road Administration has supposed (see above). Some additional reasons are discussed below.
A failure of earlier analyses of Bypass Stockholm [7] is that these did not include emissions
from the construction of the road itself [13]. This was also one of the points that the
Government Offices wanted to have supplementary information on [6].
The Road Administration has in the Supplementary Report [6] analysed energy consumption
and emissions from construction of the road, but unfortunately in an incomplete way. The
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analysis that the Road Administration commissioned [14] includes energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions for the road's construction, but not for the production of the
materials. The construction of tunnels requires concrete and steel that are not included. An
initial analysis indicates that the energy consumption for the production of these materials can
be at least as large as the energy consumption that is already included in the analysis [8]. The
effect on the calculations of emissions of CO 2 can thereby be significant.
In connection with analyses of environmental impacts, it is sometimes discussed how one
should assess energy use and its consequences. An example relates to emissions from
electricity production. The different emissions from for example hydropower, nuclear power,
wind power, and coal power vary tremendously of course. Thus a discussion often arises
about what electricity production should be used in the analyses, e.g. [14-16]. There are two
types of data that can be chosen: average data and marginal data. Average data relate to the
average electricity production during a certain time period in a certain area, for
example average production in Sweden in 2008. Marginal data relate to that specific
electricity production that is changed, if electricity consumption increases or decreases.
Identifying the marginal electricity source may be difficult [16] and may depend on the
chosen time perspective and on what decisions future politicians make. It has therefore been
suggested that sensitivity analysis should be made using both low-carbon and high-carbon
electricity [23].
The choice of average data or marginal data depends to a large extent on the type of analysis
and question one poses, e.g. [16-19]. If the analysis is to perform an environmental
accounting of a system, then the average data for the system being studied is the most
suitable. If instead the analysis is for assessing impacts of changes and measures that affect
energy consumption, then marginal data are the most suitable choice.
What then is relevant in this context? Environmental impact assessment focuses on analysing
the consequences of a decision. If a decision entails that energy consumption changes, data
for the production that changes, not the average production, should be used. That is, marginal
data should be used in environmental impact assessments. CBAs also focus on analysing
effects of changes. The mathematical basis for analyses is differential equations. That is, even
in this case, marginal data should be used rather than average data.
However, in the analysis that Stripple makes [14], average data are used as the primary
alternative. This is questionable according to the above. Instead, marginal data should be
used. That is also done by Stripple in a sensitivity analysis. There he uses coal condensation
power as an example of marginal electricity production. The result then becomes radically
different and the emissions of carbon dioxide from construction, maintenance and operation
of the road become significantly higher. With average data the emissions are 0.248 million
tons CO 2 compared with 5.83 million tons when the figures for marginal electricity
production are used [14].
In the Swedish Road Administration's Supplementary Report [6], a prognosis is used for
future vehicles and their emissions of CO 2 [20]. In the prognosis, it is assumed that the share
for renewable fuels will be circa 20% in 2020. Furthermore, it is assumed that the share of
plug-in hybrids among new car sales will be 45% in 2020, and that the total share of plug-in
hybrids will be about 10% that year. These assumptions are very optimistic,. The prognosis
that the share of vehicles driven with renewable energy will be 20% in 2020 can be compared
with the Swedish Government's target of 10% renewable fuels in transport by 2020.
Furthermore, the prognosis for plug-in hybrids (circa 10% in 2020) can be compared with the
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Swedish Energy Agency's prognosis of 85 000 vehicles (all-electric and plug-in hybrids
together), which corresponds to circa 1.5%.
In the calculations of CO 2 emissions, two simplifications are then made that cause
underestimations. One is that all vehicles that can use alternative fuels are driven exclusively
with these [20]. The other simplification is that only emissions during the operation of the
vehicle are considered. Excluded, therefore, are the emissions during:
• production of renewable fuel (which can be significant)
• production of electricity (which can be significant)
• production of the vehicle itself (which is larger for electric cars and plug-in hybrids
than for conventional vehicles)
This leads to clear underestimations of the CO 2 -emissions.
To summarise, by the Swedish Road Administration's own assessment [6], Bypass Stockholm
leads to increased emissions of the greenhouse gas CO 2 . This increase is underestimated, for
the following reasons:
• the increase of traffic volume is likely underestimated.
• the production of materials for the roads has not been included.
• marginal data for the emissions should have been used.
• the introduction of vehicles fuelled with electricity and renewables has been
overestimated.
• it has been assumed that vehicles that can use alternative fuels will be driven
exclusively with these.
• emissions from the production of fuels and electricity for the operation of vehicles,
have been excluded.
• emissions from the manufacturing of vehicles have been excluded.
3.1.4. Cost-benefit analyses

In an earlier report [13], we have discussed the use of CBAs both from a general perspective
and in previous analyses of Bypass Stockholm. The reflection built on earlier CBAs [21]. In
the Swedish Road Administration's Supplementary Report [6], a new CBA is made. The
conclusion is reached that the CBA of Bypass Stockholm yields a positive result. There are,
however, a number of deficiencies and uncertainties in the calculation. One is the
underestimation of the CO 2 -emissions as discussed above. Another is the zero value given to
encroachment onto natural and cultural environments, some with national importance.
Another important aspect is how the future developments are included. In the analysis, future
powerful economic instruments that are required to reach the Reduced climate change
objective are not included. It is likely that if such policy changes were included, the benefits
of a new road would decrease. This is because powerful economic instruments would
probably reduce traffic volumes and thus reduce benefits from time savings. In an earlier
CBA [21] it was also showed that an increased oil prices would significantly reduce the
benefits of a new road.
3.2 National infrastructure plan
The national infrastructure plan includes suggestions for new investments and maintenance
for the Swedish transport system corresponding to approximately 50 billion euro. It was
developed by the Swedish transport agencies and submitted to the government [4]. An
environmental assessment of the plan was also submitted [5].
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There are two overarching aspects of the Swedish transport policy, it should be economically
efficient and it should support a sustainable provision of transport services. However, these
two goals do not seem to have the same importance in the planning. In the plan, it is stated
that the economic efficiency, measured by cost-benefit analyses, has been guiding the work
[4]. The corresponding comment is not made regarding sustainable transport service. One
reason for this may be the existence of established methods for evaluating the economic
efficiency. For sustainability, corresponding tools are according to the plan lacking, and it is
therefore difficult to evaluate [4].
The environmental assessment [5] concludes that the national infrastructure plan will
• lead to increased impacts on the biological diversity (which is relevant for the
environmental quality objective A Rich Diversity of Plant and Animal Life),
• only in a limited way contribute to the achievement of the environmental quality
objective Clean Air,
• not lead to a decreased number of people being affected by noise above reference
values decided by the parliament and thus not contribute to a sustainable development
with regards to human health and a good environment.
In relation to emissions of greenhouse gases, it is claimed that the plan will lead to small
emission reductions [4, 5]. It is thus clear that the planned projects do not contribute to the
significantly decreased emissions that are required. Furthermore, the agencies have
underestimated the energy use and greenhouse gas emissions in several ways. They have
• not at all, or only to a limited extent, included energy use and emissions from building
of infrastructure.
• assumed large fractions of vehicles which can use renewable fuels or electricity.
• assumed that all vehicles that can use renewable fuels do that all the time.
• assumed zero emissions from production of renewable fuels.
• assumed low emissions from electricity when electricity use is increasing and high
emissions when electricity use is decreasing.
• only partially included the increased transport volume caused by new infrastructure.
It is therefore likely that the plan instead will lead to increased emissions of greenhouse gases.
The plan was accompanied by an environmental assessment[5] in line with European
directives [24]. It is however unclear to what extent the assessment has influenced the plan
since it is noted in the assessment that the suggestions in the plan is in conflict with the
environmental quality objectives and thus in conflict with the transport policy.
The environmental assessment also has some limitations in relation to the requirements
formulated in the directive [24]. One such requirement is that the plan should be compared
with a zero-alternative that is the likely development without the plan. The zero-development
(as well as the plan) includes the so called EET-strategy, a strategy until 2020 for efficient
energy and transport systems developed by several Swedish agencies. In the infrastructure
plan it is however concluded that it is not likely that this strategy will be implemented. Thus
the zero-alternative includes a non-likely development. Furthermore, no policy measures are
assumed after 2020. Although it is clear that in order to reach the Reduced climate change
goal, significant policy measures are required, no such measures are assumed in the plan.
Thus the transport agencies either do not believe in the goals the Parliament has decided on,
or the zero-alternative does not represent the likely development. This has implications for the
comparisons between the plan and the zero alternative, and also for the cost-benefit analysis
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performed. Another requirement is that the environmental assessment should include also
other reasonable alternatives. The proposed document did however only include an alternative
with minor modifications.
4 Conclusions
The National Road Authority suggested the Bypass Stockholm in spite of this alternative
being worse than other alternatives from a climate and environmental perspective and
according to their own evaluation leading to increased emissions of greenhouse gases. Also
the suggested infrastructure plans do not fulfill important environmental quality objectives.
Since these two cases do not contribute to the fulfillment of relevant environmental quality
objectives, we conclude that the two cases do not contribute to a sustainable transport system
and are thus not in line with the transport policy objectives.
Another interesting aspect of the planning processes is that the long-term climate goals, or
other sustainability issues, are not included in the planning processes, neither as a clear goal
nor as factor which will influence the future transport system. In this way the long-term
sustainability aspects are not present in the planning. Thus, several changes must be made in
the processes. Examples of such changes are:
• When goals for projects and plans are formulated, environmental and sustainability
aspects should be included.
• If environmental and sustainability project or policy goals are not met, new
alternatives should be developed and analysed.
• Project goals should not define the solutions (as for example the goal to find a road
corridor in the Bypass Stockholm case), but be open to different possibilities.
• Environmental assessments should be performed using state-of-the art methods and
data.
• Long-term environmental and sustainability goals should be included in the planning
as a factor that might influence the future transport system.
• Methods for assessing the sustainability of transport systems should be developed.
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